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PacketWorker Platform
Attain absolute visibility, pertinent context, and 
purposeful insights into risks to assess situation and 
coordinate response delivery using a single platform

KEY BENEFITS

Automates threat 
detections 
Detect threats in real-
time using self-learning 
behavioral models derived 
from machine learning.

Empowers threat 
hunters 
Launch deeper and 
broader investigations 
into incidents that 
are detected by 
the PacketWorker 
platform or third-party 
security solutions and 
successfully perform 
retrospective analysis 
with greater efficiency.

Provides increased 
visibility 
Collect analyze and 
store security-enriched 
network metadata, 
telemetry and cloud 
events for unprecedented 
visibility into the actions 

Customers today struggle to detect the sophisticated attacks 
with stand-alone network analysis tools. Such alerts without 
user and system context are less actionable and just add to 
the noise.

Vehere provides you with a single platform that acquires and 
correlates network traffic, identifies security events, and profiles user 
activities to detect the most advanced threats. 

PacketWorker platform from Vehere applies advanced machine 
learning algorithms to automatically detect, prioritize and respond to 
cyberattacks.

By fusing real-time visibility, advanced detection, analysis, forensics, 
incident response and threat hunting into a single platform, 
PacketWorker provides organizations with end-to-end visibility and 
full context for direct answers and powerful insight to take immediate 
action.

From hybrid and cloud-native AWS and Azure environments to 
software-as-a-service (SaaS), data center workloads, IoT, and 
enterprise networks, the PacketWorker platform prioritizes threat 
behaviors that pose the highest-risk to your organization so you’re 
always certain.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

 ▪ Detect security risks in 
network telemetry data 
irrespective of user/asset 
location.

 ▪ Speeds-up threat detections 
and incident response by 
capturing metadata at scale 
from all traffic across the data 
infrastructure.
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of all workloads, servers, 
host devices, and users. 
and users.

Captures once and does 
many things 
Access security-enriched 
network metadata 
from a single platform 
to automate threat 
detections and incident 
response, as well as 
accelerate investigations 
and AI-driven threat 
hunting.

Optimize Investments
Seamless integration 
of detection, alerts & 
context on a single 
platform

Empowers Security 
Teams
Reduces noise and 
prioritizes alerts so 
analysts can maximize 
their expertise

ABOUT VEHERE

Vehere builds intelligent and active solutions for real time Cyber Situational 
Awareness which forms the core component of Enterprise Cyber Defense 
and Homeland Security. Harnessing the power of advanced Big data Analytics, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML), Vehere’s Cyber 
Situational Awareness solutions have acquired a high level of efficiency, to 
effectively reduce the risk of a breach and to proactively defend against 
threats.

Book a Demo of PacketWorker Platform

Learn more at www.vehere.com
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

 ▪ Ingest live network traffic from multiple sources – packets on the wire 
speeds up-to 200 Gb/second, flow data, offline captures and, non-
standard formats such as IPDR.

 ▪ Detect security risks in encrypted communication without the need for 
decryption

 ▪ Mammoth scalability using in-built clustering mechanisms to support 
petabyte scale security analytics. 

 ▪ Respond to threats even in promiscuous mode.

 ▪ Active scanning of a network asset for improved assessment and insights.

 ▪ Multi-vector analysis and response from a single platform enabling better 
scale of adoption.

 ▪ Flexible Rules-Engine allows 
for the creation of policies 
facilitating automation of most 
risk practitioner use-cases 
accelerating detection and 
remediation.

 ▪ Offers full-fidelity 
reconstruction from any 
decodable traffic stream 
- Enabling retrieval and 
synthesis of malware in 
unabridged form

 ▪ Automates the manual tasks 
associated with Tier-1 and 
Tier-2 analysis to reduce the 
overall security operations 
workload.

 ▪ Accelerates response time 
by sharing security insights 
with EDR, SIEMs and SOAR 
tools for end-to-end threat 
management and visibility


